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FOREWORD

It has been a pleasure for the Castan Centre to be able to

partner again with the Progressive Law Network (PLN) to

launch the third update of this online guide to assist

students and lawyers interested in pursuing a career in

public interest law .

The guide was originally developed with the PLN and a fund

from the Victoria Law Foundation grant in 2013 . Since then

the feedback received was interest in a PDF format . The PLN

have answered that call , and have innovatively created this

version of the guide . We are sure you will find this resource

useful alongside the original web page format .

When the guide was first developed we focussed on featuring

Victorian organisations . Since its inception the PLN updated

the guide in 2016 and expanded it to include some interstate

organisations . In this third instalment we are excited to see

the inclusion of new areas of public interest law such as non-

governmental organisations , legal start-ups and the

Australian Government . As the guide illustrates , public

interest law is a “broad church”, and there are many ways in

which students with an interest in working for the public

good can make a positive contribution . 



The Monash University Clinical Legal Education experience is

also represented in this guide . This year , Monash Law Clinics

featured the inaugural Castan Centre Human Rights Clinic .

This is an incredibly exciting initiative as it provides Monash

Law students with the opportunity to engage with clients and

work on practical human rights issues to achieve a real-world

impact . We are so proud to be able to provide this

tangible human rights experience to help set students up for

a future career in human rights .

We must thank the PLN volunteers Esther Khor , Sarah

Sulivan , Joanna Cookson , Binari Almeida , Sonja Boon , Joe

Okraglik , Annie Ward-Ambler , Catherine Pagliaro , Laura

Woodbridge and Stephanie Zhu for their enthusiasm and

generosity in working on updating the guide . This included

contacting all of the organisations featured and organising

the launch event . We also acknowledge and thank the many

organisations who volunteered their time to share

information about how we can get involved with them as a

secondary student , undergraduate , graduate or

practising lawyer . 

As promised the Castan Centre and the PLN continue our

commitment to keep the guide relevant and up to date so it

can remain an inspirational resource for those interested in

this field .

Dr Ronli Sifris
Deputy Director, Castan Centre for Human Rights Law



PRESIDENT'S  WELCOME

As a young sixteen-year-old , I decided that I wanted to study

law . Not because I wanted to slay the corporate world as

Jessica Pearson does in Suits , but rather because I recognised

something special : That the law can be such a
powerful force for change. 
 

Yet amidst the competition , pressure and rigours of law

school , it is easy to be swept up in pursuing the well-trodden ,

‘traditional pathway ’ : five years of law school , clerkships and

then a grad job at a big firm . There is nothing wrong with this

pathway . But it is not for everyone . It is definitely not for me . 

 

The ‘traditional pathway ’ is structured and straightforward ,

just like our responses to legal problem scenarios . The ‘non-

traditional pathway ’ is less clear . Indeed , there have many

been times when sheer bewilderment has led me to view an

‘uncomplicated ’ career in corporate law as the easier option .  

 

This is exactly why the Progressive Law Network exists . The

PLN is a space where students interested in social and

environmental issues can connect and explore the (immense)

potential of the law to bring about positive change . We host

panel discussions with professionals and community

advocacy organisations . We encourage the exchange of

progressive legal ideas . Most importantly , we support

students who are interested in pursuing ‘non-traditional ’

legal careers . Students like you !

 



In this regard , the Public Interest Law Careers Guide is an

invaluable resource . Spanning some 26 fields including

law reform , human rights and family law , the Guide connects

students with organisations with which they can get involved .

In doing so , we hope that law students will better appreciate

the multiplicity of options that are available to them .

Take the time to read the Guide thoroughly . Seek out

volunteering and work experience opportunities with the

organisations that spark your interest . Don ’t settle for

the easier option . Find a way to pursue a career that reflects

your interests and commitment to positive change !

I would like to extend my gratitude to the 2020 PLN Careers

team . Updating a careers guide of this magnitude is

challenging at the best of times , let alone during a global

pandemic when many organisations are difficult to reach .

Thank you to Esther Khor (PLN Careers Officer) for your

leadership and to the PLN Careers Subcommittee for your

many hours of work : Binari Almeida , Joanna Cookson , Joseph

Okraglik , Sarah Sullivan and Sonja Boon . In addition , special

credit goes to Janice Hugo , Professor the Hon Kevin Bell , Dr

Ronli Sifris and the Castan Centre for Human Rights Law for

your continued interest , mentoring and support of this

project .

Catherine Pagliaro
President, Progressive Law Network
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ACADEMIA

Alternative Law Journal

Monash University Law Review

Jobs in academia include teaching and lecturing , tutoring

and researching . But being an academic lawyer not only

involves teaching . It involves research , academic writing and

contributing to the ongoing debate about how our law works

and how it can best be improved . Academic lawyers publish

articles and books and are sought out by media to offer

informed opinions about the law . 

For students , working as a research assistant is not only good

for getting a feel for work in university environment . It is also

valuable experience for working in policy or law reform , from

government departments to NGOs to community legal

centres . 

Or there is also academic writing . Getting published shows

that you are a credible and authoritative writer and

researcher . You don 't have to wait until you are a post-

graduate student or employed by a university . 

Organisations:
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Research Assistant: Positions for casual research

assistants are generally not advertised , and usually are

informally arranged through the academic and the

student .

Tutor: Usually sourced from among law firms or

sometimes the Bar . These positions are generally filled by

networking or word-of-mouth , so talk to the Chief

Examiners and faculty staff to find out about vacancies

and register your interest .

Sessional lecturers and tutors: Usually submit

expressions of interests for the coming year as of

September . Staff are hired on the basis of an interview ,

their CV , referee reports , suitability to fill required

teaching gaps/areas of study , flexible availability , etc .

Hired on a maximum of a 12 month contractual basis only .

Tenured academic positions: Become available as per

the needs of the Faculty and subsequently advertised to

fill the gaps . The minimum requirement is a PhD .

Other Career Options: This information pertains to Monash

University ; however it is expected that other universities will

have similar procedures .
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE
RESOLUTION

A lawyer can be a person 's first point of contact with the

Australian justice system . One traditional view of justice was

that courts are the 'central supplier of justice ' ,  particularly for

disputes which cannot be resolved through direct lawyer-to-

lawyer negotiation . However , it is recognised that the justice

system exists beyond the court system and incorporates ADR

processes , schemes and systems . This approach also reflects

the reality that ADR is becoming less 'alternative '  and more

mainstream in Australia . Increasingly , people are seeking to

resolve their disputes by using ADR . Regulatory provisions

directly and indirectly require lawyers to advise clients on

appropriate dispute resolution options other than litigation ,

including ADR . A lawyer who does not understand how ADR

processes work , and their benefits , may detract from the

ability of their client to reach an appropriate resolution .

Source: National Alternative Dispute Resolution Advisory

Council
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Dispute Settlement Centre of Victoria

Organisations:

Testimonial:
By Katrina Koniuszko, Law Institute of Victoria (LIV):

What is collaborative practice?
"Collaborative practice is an adversarial approach to resolving

disputes in which the clients , with the support of

collaboratively trained practitioners , identify interests and

issues , develop options , consider alternatives and make

decisions about future actions and outcomes . The

collaborative practitioner acts to assist clients to reach their

decision and provides advice where required in a manner

that supports the collaborative process . In a collaborative

process , the clients and their lawyers contract in writing to

attempt to resolve a dispute without recourse to litigation

and agree in writing that the lawyers will not act for the

clients if they cannot resolve their matter by coloration and

decide to litigate the dispute ."
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ANIMAL LAW

Animal Law Institute

Animals Australia

Lawyers for Animals

RSPCA

Voiceless

Animal law is a small but growing field of law encompassing

diverse practice areas such as consumer law , commercial

disputes and criminal practice . in Australia each year millions

of animals are bred , farmed , tested on , and killed and the

only guidance for their treatment is set by industry 'codes of

practice ' .  Animal Law requires lawyers to think creatively ,

using their skills to protect creatures that have no formal

legal recognition outside of their status as property .

People passionate about this area of law must be willing to

volunteer , as most of the work available is pro bono . The

organisations listed in this guide are growing steadily in size

with increasing capacity to litigate and influence government

decision . It is important to note that currently the majority of

lawyers who work in this area need to maintain full-time

work in other fields of law . If you would like to get involved ,

and you are a student , start by enrolling to study Animal Law .

Next , join an animal welfare organisation , whether it is legal

or advocacy and campaign focused .

Organisations:
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ASYLUM SEEKERS

Refugee Legal

Asylum Seeker Resource Centre

Sudanese Australian Integrated Learning (SAIL)

Asylum seekers are some of the most vulnerable people in

our community . They often face daunting legal procedures

and live with the threat of repatriation if their claims are

rejected . Even after people are granted asylum , they often

struggle with language , access to services , health , legal issues

and adjustment to life in a different culture . Ways to help

asylum seekers include legal casework , advocacy , law reform ,

research and assisting with administration of asylum seeker

organisations .

Organisations:
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Testimonial:
By Matthew Albert, Founder of SAIL

"When I was at University with a school friend , I started the

Sudanese Australian Integrated Learning (SAIL) Program . It is

a non-profit , volunteer-run organisation that now provides

free community services and English support to the Sudanese

refugee community in Melbourne , Sydney and Perth . We have

about 1 ,000 people attending each week at nine campuses

across the country . Working with the Sudanese community

here led me to work with the United Nations High

Commissioner for Refugees in Kenya and to do a masters '

degree in international refugee law in the UK . For me , public

interest law is an ideal way to combine two parts of my life-

community work and a legal career . It has allowed me to use

and develop the skills and interest I have in one to inform

and improve the other ."
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AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT

Department of Foreign Affairs & Trade

Department of Home Affairs

The Australian Public Service (‘APS ’) has a wide range of

opportunities for law students and graduates . Most of the

main governmental departments and agencies offer graduate

programs , which may consist of both legal and non-legal

positions . Accordingly , even if a given department does not

offer legal-specific positions , law graduates are able to work

in areas such as policy , projects and communications .The

APS offers generous leave and flexible working conditions ,

above average superannuation contributions and the

opportunity to influence the future of all Australians for the

better . Australian Government positions are mostly based out

of Canberra .Graduate applications tend to be advertised early

in the year – between February and June – and are advertised

on the Australian Public Service Jobs website and the

Australian Public Service Employment Gazette .

Organisations:
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COMMUNITY LEGAL
CENTRES

Community Legal Centres (CLCs) are independent not-for-

profit , community organisations that focus on providing

accessible legal services to the public . Many CLCs are

generalist , and assist clients with a wide range of matters

including , criminal law , consumer issues , tenancy issues ,

neighbourhood disputes , divorces and motor vehicle

accidents . Others are specialist agencies focusing on issues

such as family violence , disability , youth , employment , etc .

There are 51 legal centres in Victoria and 200 Australia-wide .

CLCs also engage with local communities , offering education

and developing strategies to empower those communities .

CLCs also liaise with government and law enforcement ,

lobbying for law and policy reform .

Some CLCs provide volunteer opportunities and clinical legal

education .
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Association of Employees with a Disability (AED) Legal

Centre

Asylum Seeker Resource Centre

Consumer Action Law Centre

Disability Discrimination Legal Service

Emma House

Federation of Community Legal Centres

First Step Legal

Fitzroy Legal Service

Human Rights Law Centre

JobWatch

Justice Connect

Refugee and Immigration Legal Centre

Senior Rights Victoria

Social Security Rights Victoria

Springvale Monash Legal Service

St Kilda Legal Service

Tenants Victoria

Victorian Aboriginal Legal Service

Villamanta Disability Rights Legal Service

Women 's Legal Service

YouthLaw

Organisations: 

Note: 
For a more comprehensive list of CLCs in Victoria visit the

Federation of Community Legal Centres website . 
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Testimonial:
By Dennis Nelthorpe, Public Interest Lawyer 

"There are amazing possibilities in public interest law and

social change movements . It is far better to be employed in a

position where you feel a genuine commitment than one that

is about take-home pay . The joy of working for clients that

matter should not be underestimated .

Funding in CLC 's is always challenging - CLC 's work with little

administrative assistance in HR , finance and IT . I also had to

appear without counsel against large teams of lawyers

headed silk in several high profile public interest cases . I was

out of my comfort zone and at times out of my depth ."
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CONSUMER RIGHTS

Consumer Action Law Centre

Tolling Customer Ombudsman

Australian Financial Complaints Authority

Tenants Victoria

Consumer law is often overlooked when students are

thinking about how best to make a difference in the world .

However , consumer issues have an enormous impact on

many people 's lives whether they be disputes with utility

companies , credit car debt , aggressive debt collection

practices , unaffordable hire/purchase agreements or tenancy

issues to name a few .

A law degree is not necessary for many jobs in consumer

rights (though it can be an advantage). If you are unsure of

whether to study law , or are not sure that law school is the

right place for you , there are still careers in this area open to

you .

Organisations:
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CORPORATE AND
GOVERNMENT
ACCOUNTABIL ITY 

Australian Securities & Investments Commission

Independent Broad-Based Anti-Corruption Commission

Corporate and government accountability is an extremely

important field of law . Corporations are immensely powerful

organisations and regulatory regimes are the most important

way of ensuring that they are law abiding and accountable .

Public service organisations endure regardless of which

parties are voted in or out of the government . When business

and government get too close , corruption breeds and

accountability suffers . Lawyers working in these organisations

are directly involved in ensuring accountability requirements

are met .

Organisations:
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CRIMINAL LAW

Because criminal law involves defending individuals charged

with crimes , it is often not considered to be public interest

law . However , if you decide to work in criminal law , expect to

be confronted with issues such as unequal access to justice ,

the overrepresentation of minority groups within the system ,

freedom from arbitrary detention , adequate protection for

minors and diversionary measures for first time offenders .

These issues are at the heart of fundamental protection of

human rights and civil liberties , as persons within the

criminal justice system are often some of the most vulnerable

people in our communities .

A good place to start if you are interested in criminal law is

by volunteering for the Youth Referral and Independent

Person Program , where you will attend police interviews with

a young person if their parent or guardian is unavailable . You

may also choose to volunteer for the Office of the Public

Advocate . Traineeships are offered at the Office of Public

Prosecutions , if you are interested in working in prosecution .

For defence , consider Victoria Legal Aid or Community Legal

Centres
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First Step Legal

Law and Advocacy Centre for Women

Office of the Public Advocate

Youth Referral and Independent Person Program

Capital Punishment Justice Project

Prison Legal Education and Assistance (PLEA)

Office of the Chief Commissioner of Police

Office of Public Prosecutions

Sentencing Advisory Council

Organisations:

Testimonial:
By Bronwyn Naylor, Public Interest Lawyer and Academic
Lawyer

Do you have any advice for law reformers starting out?
"Make submission to government inquiries . Get involved with

CLCs and participate in their working groups . Take courses

such as Professional Practice or similar clinical opportunities ,

and Law Reform and Community Development (or similar)

units at your university .  Use social media - write blogs , tweet

and so on - to get a profile and make a difference ."
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DISABIL ITY

AED Legal Centre

Disability Discrimination Legal Service

Office of the Public Advocate

Villamanta Legal Service

People with a disability often face discrimination in the

workplace , at school and university and in the criminal

justice system , and they may experience hostility from other

members in their community . For a person with a disability it

may be more difficult to access legal information or

information regarding rights , or to find appropriate

mechanisms to access basic services or lodge complaints . If

you are interested in working in this area there are a number

of Community Legal Centres that specialise in disability

services .

Organisations:
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EMPLOYMENT

AED Legal Centre

Fair Work Commission

Fair Work Ombudsman

Job Watch

Employment issues facing workers include unfair dismissals ,

unpaid 'trial '  work , employment contracts , rights and

obligations regarding independent contracting as opposed to

employment , termination payments , superannuation , injuries

at work and more . The following organisations are dedicated

to ensuring that workers are treated properly and employers

know and observe their obligations .

Organisations:
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ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Working in environmental law may encompass land and

wildlife conservation , planning and development , climate

change policy or large scale litigation . Knowledge of trade

law , tariffs and product regulation will assist those interested

in international environmental law . Locally , lawyers may lend

their property knowledge to planning and conservation ; even

waste management can incorporate very interesting work

involving regulation of pollution , recycling and sequestration .

Those concerned with climate change and sustainability

issues should consider policy work for government .

If you are a student , start by taking a unit in Environmental

Law at university . The Environmental Defenders Office is a

great place to go for volunteer places and internships , or the

Australian Earth Laws Alliance to get involved in events and

research .
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Environmental Justice Australia

Environmental Defenders Office of Northern Queensland

Australian Earth Laws Alliance

Organisations:

Testimonial:
By Felicity Millner, Environment Defenders Office 

"Having a ‘genuine commitment to environment protection

and social justice ’ is always a key criterion when we are

recruiting at the EDO .In addition , getting involved in the

areas of law and organisations you are interested in working

for by volunteering , attending events , and so forth , builds up

networks and means that people are more likely to think of

you when a job is going ."
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FAMILY LAW

Working in family law can be very challenging , but also very

rewarding . As a family lawyer , your practice will include

helping your clients navigate divorces , property settlements

following marriage or de facto relationship breakdown ,

parenting arrangements , financial agreements and child

support disputes . Family lawyers must therefore be resilient ,

empathetic and people-oriented , as they will often be

working closely with clients who are emotionally distressed

and facing difficult personal circumstances , such as

relationship breakdown , family violence and abuse . Family

law practitioners must also develop a range of legal skills

including advocacy and alternative dispute resolution and

must quickly learn to navigate the family law and support

services system .
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One in three women had experienced physical violence

since the age of 15

Nearly one in five women had experienced sexual violence

since the age of 15

16% of women had experienced violence by a current or

previous partner since the age of 15

Women 's Legal Service

Emma House

Aboriginal Family Violence Prevention and Legal Service

Victorian Family Law Pathways Network

Working in family violence 

Family violence is an important social issue and there are

many organisations which aim to reduce the impacts of

domestic violence on individuals and families .

The Australian Bureau of Statistics has found that :

The following organisations specialise in helping those

suffering from family violence :

Organisations:
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HEALTH

First Step Legal

McCabe Centre for Law and Cancer

Department of Health

Health Complaints Commissioner

Working in health-related law ranges from formulating legal

policy to helping clients with drug or alcohol-related legal

issues . It also includes researching and reforming the law and

assisting clients with disputes with health service providers .

Some organisations may require health-related qualifications

such as a diploma or degree in social work or psychology . For

others , particularly research and policy , a law degree is

enough .

Organisations:
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HUMAN RIGHTS

Amnesty International

Castan Centre for Human Rights Law

Human Rights Law Centre

Liberty Victoria

Capital Punishment Justice Project

Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights

Commission

Human Rights is a diverse field , ranging from discrimination

in the workplace to same-sex marriage to fighting the death

penalty . The organisations in this section engage in a wide

range of human rights work including casework , research ,

education , dispute resolution and raising of public

awareness . In Victoria , we now have the Charter of Human

Rights and Responsibilities which facilitates greater scrutiny

of laws as they are passed and gives greater leverage to

people whose human rights have been disregarded . If you are

a student interested in Human Rights , consider volunteering

with Amnesty and/or Liberty Victoria , or look into doing an

internship with Reprieve . You may also want to look at the

organisations working in asylum seeker law , employment law ,

criminal law , and in the areas of Indigenous and family

violence .

Organisations:
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INDIGENOUS ADVOCACY

Djirra

First Nations Legal & Research Services

Indigenous Cultural Awareness Training

Koori Court

Victorian Aboriginal Legal Service

Various issues may arise when working with First Nations

peoples and communities , such as distrust of authority , anger

and frustration with legal processes , or the need for

specialised advice and flexible timelines . Many First Nations

peoples continue to experience racism , discrimination , and

the denial of their rights . This can occur via governments ,

institutions , individuals , and in urban , rural or remote areas .

Providing culturally safe environments for First Nations

peoples to receive legal counsel , assistance or advice is

crucial . Many organisations are taking positive steps to

ensure this . It is important not to make assumptions or

stereotype First Nations peoples but to consider that past

policies and attitudes may still have lasting negative effects

on individuals and families .

The Progressive Law Network recommends Indigenous

Cultural Awareness training for all students and lawyers

working in the area of Indigenous advocacy .

Organisations:
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JUSTICE SYSTEM

Magistrates '  Court of Victoria

County Court of Victoria

Supreme Court of Victoria

Coroners '  Court of Victoria

Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal

Koori Court

Many jobs in the court system do not require a law degree .

They have been included here because they may be of

interest to secondary school students or law students who

are unsure if they really want to be lawyers , but want to put

the studies they have done to good use . For example a

university student who has completed on year of university is

eligible to apply to the Melbourne Magistrates '  Court as a

trainee registrar . There are also jobs that students may be

able to do on a part-time basis or while they complete PLT .

Courts also offer some valuable volunteering opportunities .

Organisations:
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LAW REFORM

Australian Law Reform Commission

Victorian Law Reform Commission

Law reform commissions are highly specialised organisations

who research existing laws and their effects , consult with

stakeholders and make recommendations to government .

They do this on referral from the Attorney-General of their

jurisdiction . Their recommendations are not automatically

adopted , but they exert significant influence on the

development of the law and their work remains valuable to

students and other researchers .

Commission staffs are small and they generally seek people

who have some other policy or law reform experience for

permanent positions . Useful experience includes policy

development positions in government organisations , research

work , experience in public consultations and law reform and

policy work in community legal centres .

Organisations:
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LEGAL PROFESSIONAL
BODIES

Victoria Law Foundation

Law Institute of Victoria

Progressive Law Network

These are organisations that support lawyers and law

students , educate and assist the public about law in Victoria

and/or ensure the accountability of the legal profession .

Students should make the most of The Law Institute of

Victoria (LIV), which offers free memberships to students

while they are studying . Membership gives access to

newsletters , mentor support and career networking events .

The Victoria Law Foundation offers grants to projects and

internships to law students . The Legal Services Commissioner

resolves disputes between lawyers and clients and where

necessary , disciplines lawyers .

All lawyers and law students interested in social and

environmental justice are invited to join the Progressive Law

Network .

Organisations:
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LGBTIQ+

Transgender Victoria

Bisexual Alliance

People often ask , "What does LGBTIQ+ stand for?" It stands for

Lesbian , Gay , Bisexual , Transexual , Intersex and Queer , and

incorporates a vibrant , growing community of people who

express identities outside of mainstream heterosexual

identities . For the LGBTIQ+ community , rights do not just stop

at gay marriage but extend to freedom from all forms of sex

and gender discrimination in society .

The organisations listed in this section are small , but that is a

great thing for motivated lawyers with a lot of commitment

and initiative . If you are passionate about LGBTIQ+ rights and

want to write submissions , campaign , lobby government or

lend your legal expertise , contact the Victorian Gay & Lesbian

Rights Lobby , Transgender Victoria and Bisexual Alliance .

Organisations:
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MONASH UNIVERSITY
CLINICAL LEGAL
EDUCATION

Professional Practice

Family Law Assistance Program (FLAP)

Clinical Placement/In House Placement , including :

Victoria Legal Aid

Australian Law Reform Commission

JobWatch

Supreme Court of Victoria

County Court of Victoria

Climate Justice Clinic

Castan Centre Human Rights Clinic

And more

Monash University law students have a unique opportunity to

develop practical legal experience that is credited towards

their degree through the Clinical Legal Education (‘CLE ’)

program . The CLE program enables students to work in

community law clinics that are operated by Monash Law or in

law firms , courts , or other agencies in partnership with

Monash University . Students will work with real clients on

real cases , and be able to make a valuable contribution to

their community .

Programs:
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NGOS & LEGAL START-UPS

Anika Legal

Project Everest Ventures

NGOs (Non-governmental organisations)
NGOs , that is non-profit and citizen-based groups , focus on

ameliorating social issues and engaging in community

advocacy . NGOs can operate both locally and internationally ,

contributing to policy development and partnering with

different groups to create long-term change .

Legal start-ups
As the digital revolution continues , there has been a

grassroots movement of entrepreneurs and start-ups which

aim to develop solutions to legal problems through the use

of technology . Students , graduates and lawyers must begin to

participate differently with an evolving legal industry in order

to address modern problems and meet client ’s expectations .

Organisations:

Testimonial:
By: Noel Lim, CEO/Director of Anika Legal

"It 's invigorating when you see the enormous potential for a

vision , technology and design-thinking to completely change

the way things are done in the industry ."
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REMOTE,  RURAL &
REGIONAL 

Door knocking in the area

Advertised vacances

RRRLaw website

Elias Recruitment

Remote , Regional and Rural PLT Project

Access to justice in remote , rural and regional areas is a

serious issue for many Australians . Most lawyers , including

graduates , are focused on city-based careers . However , there

is a broad range of opportunities to be found outside the

major cities . Working in country locations offers a lawyer the

chance to work in ways that have a tangible impact on local

communities , and handle a wide variety of matters . Work/life

balance is generally better , with little or no traffic , beautiful

locations and more time for family and recreation . Many

lawyers serving regional areas are currently nearing

retirement age . If you 're the sort of person who wants to live

in a beautiful location and have space for bushwalking ,

chickens and gardening in your life , as well as make a real

difference in a local community , RRR lawyering could be for

you .

Tips from Helen McGowan on how to navigate a career in
remote, rural and regional areas:
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VICTORIAN GOVERNMENT

Government work has certain advantages for law graduates .

For most positions , one does not need a practising certificate .

A number of the organisations listed below have their own

graduate programs , while other utilise the centralised GRADS

recruitment process . As well as legal and policy work , there

are many other positions for which a law degree will qualify

you , so if you don 't find a graduate position , there are other

employment opportunities . As a lot of recruitment is done

internally , it is wise to get even casual or temporary work ,

because then you will be in the loop for jobs that are not

advertised in the market .

Tips on getting legal work in the VPS, from Paul
Bradshaw:

"Much Government recruitment is done internally , so one way

to start a legal career in government is to find an entry-level

generalist position such as policy officer , corporate services

or contract management and then apply for legal positions

when they become available ."
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Department of Education and Early Childhood

Development

Department of Health and Human Services

Department of Premier and Cabinet

Department of Treasury and Finance

Department of Jobs , Precincts and Regions

Department of Transport

Office of the Chief Parliamentary Counsel

Parliament of Victoria

State Trustees

Transport Accident Commission

Victorian Government Solicitor 's Office

Victorian Public Service GRADS Scheme

Organisations:
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VICTORIA LEGAL AID

Indigenous Winter Clerkships

New Lawyers Graduate Program

Victoria Legal Aid (VLA) focuses on protecting the rights of

marginalised and economically disadvantaged Victorians .

VLA provides free legal information and education to all

Victorians , with a focus on prevention and early resolution of

legal problems . VLA prioritises more intensive legal services

such as legal advice and representation for people who meet

eligibility criteria , based on their financial situation , the

nature and seriousness of their problem and their individual

circumstances .

Programs:
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YOUTH

Youthlaw

Youth Referral and Independent Person Program

Working with young people can be both confronting and

rewarding . Youth law will expose you to serious challenges

facing young people in our community . Vulnerable and ‘at

risk '  youth may struggle with homelessness , bullying , fines ,

substance use or criminal charges . Difficulties they face may

be compounded by racial discrimination , family breakdown ,

over-policing or difficulty finding work or accessing

Centrelink .

Volunteering with young people may involve providing

support and legal information as a YRIPP Independent

Person during police interrogations with a minor . As a lawyer

you may consider working for Youthlaw , a youth focused

specialist CLC .

Organisations:
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